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Abstract

1 Setting the scene

Modern societies are highly centralized. They are organized politically as municipalities, regions, states, often even as federations often constitutionally in hierarchical orders, and economically as markets with centrally controlled multinational business groups, networks and value chains. Central and local governments periodically tally votes of the populations, collect taxes, and maintain property registries, enabling the creation of public institutions that redistribute wealth and maintain order. Centralized legislative and judiciary systems elaborate institutional laws and resolve potential disputes between public, private and hybrid actors.1

What is remarkable, business entities as multinational enterprises are often even more centralized and powerful than political entities; for centuries, banks for example acted as central referees, keeping ledgers managing the inflow and outflows of wealth, and enabling intra- and transnational commerce and business to thrive despite of small and weak states. In pre-modern times great multinational companies as the Dutch and English East Indian Companies and in modern times centralized businesses, often in a transnational group form and organised as listed companies are on their behalf in charge of producing, aggregating, and distributing resources and services in value chains, generating substantial producer surpluses to their members. In order to obtain efficiency gains, these centralized organizations vertically and horizontally integrate, consolidating markets and generate enormous concentrations of power, often at the expense of the individuals and the planet.2

On the other hand, states themselves are active market actors, not only ‘market-fixers’ facilitating private value creation and redistributing it, but also – and especially – market-makers and market-shapers. According to neoclassical economics, states fix market failures, especially public goods such as clean air or new knowledge arising from basic research, imperfect competition arising from natural monopolies, network effects and economies of scale, and negative externalities such as traffic congestion or climate change. States act also as active firms and investors co-create value in society in cooperation with private actors. The Chinese government is for instance today the largest global funder of green innovations.3

Innovation, in energy as in other sectors, requires patient, long-term, committed finance, which
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many private investors lack. Public sources of finance have a crucial role in setting up new markets through their early, risk-taking and patient direct investments rather than only through indirect public incentives supporting private investments.4

What is common, the public and private economic power concentrations are based on pathdependent techniques of corporate finance. In the beginning, an enterprise relies on equity financing from its founders. Founding entrepreneurs rely on their own savings but also their families’ and friends’. These finances are governed by general corporation law for different business forms as partnerships, companies and cooperatives. Traditionally, in the centralized market structure applied for centuries, the second main source of financing has been debt financing. After Financial Crisis 2007–8 however bank financing has been harder and harder due to lacking tangible collaterals. Public development funds and banks have however taken a bigger role in startup financing too, not only financing matured enterprises.

If listed on regulated markets with an initial public offering, enterprises become dependent on new institutional organisations, investment supply chains consisting of public, private and hybrid institutional investors,5 as private and public pension funds and pension companies, mutual funds and hedge funds and their intermediaries as asset managers and proxy advisors. With their maturity listed firms are more interesting even for public market actors as sovereign wealth funds, national wealth funds, sovereign development funds and public pension reserve funds, as well as and private civil law foundations, that are major shareholders especially in North European listed companies. Recently, new hybrid public private partnership investment vehicles have emerged.6 This heterogeneity of investors and investment supply chains reflects investors’ and their intermediaries’ preferences and conflicting interests. Private equity investors have incentives to influence the firms’ governance for long-term profit. Institutional investors are often more short-term oriented and passive. Public investors have both financial and non-financial public policy expectations, with mixed short-term and long-term profit demands.

Even more demanding financing is if a firm follows a sustainable business model, especially in circular economy. A transition to a sustainable circular economy entails four fundamental building blocks: (1) materials and product design, (2) new business models, (3) global reverse networks to recover either the product itself or its components and materials and (4) enabling conditions.7 A sustainable business model is crucial, how the demands of circular economy are

applied in individual enterprises’ businesses. A business model articulates how a firm converts resources and capabilities into economic value. It is the organisational and financial ‘architecture’ of a business’ value creation, including implicit assumptions about customers, their needs, and the behaviour of revenues, costs and competitors. A ‘[t]ruly sustainable business shifts its perspective from seeking to minimize its negative impacts to understanding how it can create a significant positive impact in critical and relevant areas for society and the planet.’ Truly sustainable business turns from ‘inside-out’ business model putting the shareholder interests first by maximizing sales and distributable profits to ‘outside-in’ model based on the shared values of the firm and its stakeholders, seen typical for Nordic firms and ‘social businesses’ as cooperatives.

A circular business model can be defined as ‘[t]he rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value with slowing, closing, or narrowing flows of the resource loops’. Shifting from a linear to a circular business model requires distribution planning, inventory management, production planning, and management of a reverse logistics network, a substantial amount of time but also investment on the part of the enterprise. Especially the upfront costs of ‘green’ investments emerged in the literature review as a significant barrier. To achieve a truly sustainable business model requires so also changes in financing. Modern short-term-based legal and financial systems that support ‘take, make and waste’ business models are not necessarily conducive to the new settings that sustainable value creation, for instance circular economy requires.

Finance has indeed been identified one of the most important barriers for a circular business model. Explaining the lack of financing sustainable businesses typically invoke a ‘twin market failure’: on the one hand, part of the cost of polluting unsustainable ‘brown’ activities has not been properly internalized that gives them a cost advantage in an ‘inside-out’ businesses; on the other hand, the innovations required to develop alternative ‘green’ technologies and products are underfinanced because private investors cannot internalize the returns from their
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investments in sustainable businesses. Long-term sustainable business faces short-termism on investors and investments. The problem is emphasised in small and medium-sized enterprises and startups, recognised as drivers for circular economy. The finance gap is always worse with the small and medium-sized and ‘social’ enterprises than with larger for-profit companies but even worse it is in circular economy as it is capital intensive, has a high technology risk profile and uncertain exit opportunities for investors. Albeit entrepreneurship is recognised as a major conduit for sustainable products and processes, and new ventures are viewed as an answer to many social and environmental problems, the role of venture capital is not unproblematic either. As an important catalyst to develop sustainable businesses, the payback (exit) horizon venture capitalists seek might be too short for sustainable investing. Startups in sustainable and circular economy lack the high growth and relatively fast exit horizons required before initial public offering or merger and acquisition. Listing of equity and bonds is challenging for circular economy business models as they require track record, size and maturity meeting the scale and requirements of capital markets and institutional investors.

One solution is sustainable bank and public engagement with less stringent financial constraints. However, even in countries where extensive ‘green finance’ is available, for instance from public and hybrid venture and development investment sources, gaps can occur when there is after startup phase only limited ‘follow on’ funding for businesses as they grow towards established commercialisation. New solutions is so needed. Albeit ‘near banks’ like Google, Apple and Amazon platforms provide promising new payment facilities and working capital solutions for circular economy startups, the most promising vehicles for circular economy business models are crowdfunding and other peer to peer cooperative financing.
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bringing a ‘social’ and ‘engagement’ element to financing, to solve the potential conflict between investors and other stakeholders.

Several circular economy enterprises have successfully used crowdfunding campaigns to acquire funds, which also helped them increase awareness about their product. Crowdfunding allows entrepreneurs to raise funding from individuals and groups through an open call on the Internet; in crowdfunding an entrepreneur raises external financing from a relatively large audience (the ‘crowd’) in which each investor provides a relatively small amount, instead of soliciting a small group of sophisticated investors, without standard financial intermediaries.

There are two basic forms of crowdfunding: entrepreneurs either solicit individuals to pre-order a product or service, or to advance a fixed amount of money in exchange for a share of future profits or equity. The pre-ordering scheme enables the entrepreneur to price discriminate between two groups of consumers, crowd funders who pre-purchase the product, and ‘regular’ consumers, who wait until the product reaches the market. In profit sharing scheme entrepreneurs solicit individuals to provide money in exchange for a share of future profits or equity securities. Both schemes are associated with community-based experiences that generate ‘community benefits’ for participants, either consumption experiences or investment experiences, either sequentially or simultaneously.

In some cases, crowdfunding in the profit-sharing mechanism resembles donations. This occurs when crowd funders finance the project without sharing the profits with the entrepreneur. Donors might expect to become future consumers and community benefits are large, or they may support a project by donating money so that the entrepreneur can carry the project forward. Crowd funders donate because they expect to be consumers or enjoy sufficient community benefits.

A cooperative is a firm in which its members are the bearers of specific transactions toward the firm. It is ‘collectively owned’ usually either by its customers (a consumer cooperative) or by its suppliers (a producer cooperative as a workers’ cooperative or an agrifood cooperative), or both (a multi-stakeholder cooperative). What is important in a cooperative is its particular kind of proprietorship model bound to the transaction-specific membership; profits in a cooperative are commonly allocated to the organization’s ‘patron owners’ in proportion to the volume of their patronage (the amount they purchase from the organization in a consumer cooperative or sell to the organization in a producer cooperative), while control (commonly in the form of voting rights for election of the organization’s board members) is commonly allocated either according to patronage or simply as one member one vote. For instance in a
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workers’ cooperative, profits are generally allocated according to the value of the labour each worker-member-owner contributes to the organization, and votes are allocated the same way or per capita.\(^{31}\)

Both crowdfunding and cooperative affect directly to the participants’ behaviour by strengthening an open, transparent and interactive business model, engaging a high number of user participation and commitment, emphasising community aspects and limiting the access of profit and takeover seeking investors. Crowdfunding is increasingly popular to create funds for projects in which financial institutions are not investing. A cooperative is a peer to peer financing model hard to disrupt by takeovers. Cooperative gives also the users a unique possibility to own market places themselves.

Crowdfunding and cooperative are not however unproblematic as financing schemes of sustainable business models. Crowdfunding scene is dominated by commercial for-profit intermediaries, the platforms, often raising doubts of their own sustainability,\(^{32}\) and so affecting the sustainability of the target businesses themselves. As far as cooperatives are concerned, how ever they are strengthening social cohesion and ‘democracy’ issues between the members as such, they also tend to ignore the financial, social (human) and environmental negative externalities they cause.\(^{33}\) Following the competitive logic and the interests of their own members only and not the society as a whole, cooperatives eventually start behaving in very similar ways than for profit companies.\(^{34}\)

In this Chapter, crowdfunding and cooperatives are compared to analyse what kind of dynamics are crucial to overwhelm these obstacles for a successful sustainable circular economy financing, to serve an enterprise trying to achieve a sustainable business model. Specific attention is given to the drivers that increase the investors’ commitment for long-term circular economy-based behaviour. What makes a cooperative approach especially important is its social dimension, often ignored in circular economy discussion, albeit crucial to sustainable development-based on intra- and intergenerational equity. Circular economy does not mean only an economic model wherein planning, resourcing, procurement, production and reprocessing are designed and managed, as both process and output, to maximize ecosystem functioning but also human wellbeing.\(^{35}\)
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2 Finance as the path to unsustainability

When an entrepreneur starts her business (what I call in this Chapter as a ‘productive firm’) to make a difference between these target firms and the ‘financial firms’ that invest in them, as banks and other institutional investors as pension funds\(^ {36}\) it is understandable she thinks the business is hers. She invests her personal savings and other capitals. However, often that is not enough and she needs other investors, firstly her family and friends and maybe her first recruits. With new investors, especially if she leans on creditors from whom she takes a debt for the firm on its behalf, her ownership to the firm become more and more relative. She must share her decision-making powers with the other equity investors, and the creditors, employees included, have factual power over the firm due to their bargaining power. In the need of more capital she might turn to other investors providing private equity and venture capital of fund managers investing in startups in growth stage on behalf of their limited partners, ‘accelerators’ and ‘angels’ (individual rich persons aiming at high returns from early stage ventures), for instance. Equity is important as new companies have always suffered shortage of financing because financial firms as commercial banks cannot lend to firms lacking collateral assets and revenues, nor can the firms pay the high fees and retainers demanded by traditional investment banks and law firms.\(^ {37}\)

After listing to regulated securities markets through an initial public offering, the situation of productive firms obfuscates dramatically. With listing, two new types of investors are introduced: the active marginal traders who set the market prices, often using algorithmic trading, and the institutional investors who invest other people’s moneys on their behalf. Neither of these investor groups are ‘shareholders’ in the traditional sense. The modern capital markets are ruled by these intermediaries in extended chains of investment, in which individual ultimate beneficiaries (as customers of pension funds and hedge funds), the institutional investors managing their moneys, and the productive firms in which the institutional investors invest, are separated. This investment supply chain \(^ {38}\) system strengthens the influence of institutional investors and other investment intermediaries, since the ultimate beneficiaries as future pensioners investing either voluntarily or involuntarily their savings in pension funds cannot directly influence the practices of firms in which they invest.\(^ {39}\)

Due to the investment supply chain complexity, financial intermediaries have become in the centre of corporate ownership and debate. It is these intermediaries, or to be exact not them but their ‘money managers’, not their ultimate beneficiaries or the board members of the productive companies as before, who determine how their capital is put to work and how the mountain of shares owned for their benefit is used to influence the management of listed


companies. Given the directional momentum of public policy in the US and Europe, the inflow of funds from forced capitalists to these intermediaries is likely to continue to increase.\textsuperscript{40} Fund managers have to deal with an ever-growing group of intermediaries, from regulators to their own employees, and each layer has its own interests to serve and rents to extract. No wonder fund managers usually fail to monitor individual companies.\textsuperscript{41}

However, although markets sometimes look to the long-term, many managers feel that their jobs depend upon producing good short-term results, quarter after quarter.\textsuperscript{42} There is no change in the behaviour patterns of either institutional investors or board members. However, all these conflicting interests, short-termism and regulation impose costs. Because money managers reductively focus on equity returns, they blind themselves to any consideration of externality effects or the larger economic outcomes of the economy for its citizens.\textsuperscript{43} In this environment, investments themselves are short sighted: for instance in the United States, the shareholder base of public companies turns over almost completely on annual basis.\textsuperscript{44} This short-term nature of investments undermines the possible differences in institutional shareholders’ investment horizons. So, although some institutional investors as pension funds might have longer term investment horizons compared to mutual funds, supporting in principle sustainable investments,\textsuperscript{45} this plays no role in the end of the day.

So, after a century of utter dominance, the public listed company is showing signs of wear and it is no surprise that new solutions to finance business are looked for to strengthen entrepreneurship, ‘ownership’ and long-term sustainable value creation, instead of long investment supply chains of financial intermediaries losing their focus, loss of commitment and short-termism. There is not however one size that fits all, but several new insights to financing that complement each other. As one example besides crowdfunding and new cooperatives can be mentioned the new Silicon Valley model of capitalism practised by startups, as an attempt to get around the inefficiencies and costs imposed by the multi layered agency problems caused by complicated investment supply chains.\textsuperscript{46} The central difference between traditional investment supply chains and its alternatives lies however always in ownership: whereas due to the chain of intermediaries using complicated financial instruments as share lending nobody is sure who owns and uses power in public listed companies, new startups go to great lengths to define who ‘owns’ what.\textsuperscript{47} To add, it is no accident that while public companies are in a crisis, other corporate organizations are on the rise. They might even be the answer to the problem of corporate sustainability. In the following sections new insights are given to financing sustainable businesses, using circular economy as an example.

\textsuperscript{40} Strine, ‘Toward Common Sense’ 4–5.
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\textsuperscript{45} Tanusree Jain and Dima Jamali, Looking Inside the Black Box: The Effect of Corporate Governance on Corporate Social Responsibility (2016) 24 Corporate Governance: An International Review 253, 260.
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3 Financing circular economy

3.1 Opening the door

The new corporate forms take many forms. What is common for them is to solve the problem of conflicting interests, short-termism and regulation that impose costs to listed firms, 'to tap into public markets while remaining closely held.'\footnote{48} What is essential is the business model, 'the organizational and financial 'architecture' of a business'.\footnote{49}

As before, also new startups typically begin with savings, or money from family and friends, but then they tap outside private, public and hybrid investors for seed funding through a variety of channels, including lawyers, accelerators (in essence, schools for startups) and other 'angel' investors with cash to back founders with ideas. These increasingly include entrepreneurs who made money from their own startups and now invest in others.\footnote{50} It is from this basic model the differences to the past however start.

Firstly, new generation of family companies and startups have a new lease of life. Their new corporate culture is an attempt to answer to the problems of traditional companies' life span, either traditional closed or listed ones. It is a counter reaction to the demise of the listed company and forced capitalism in which the financial instruments are 'decoupled' using share lending and other financial engineering mechanisms separating economic rights associated to a share the company has issued from voting rights attached by the company to it.\footnote{51} For the new startups, (re)coupling between ownership and responsibility is typical: investors do not want any more deconstruct their equity investments but want to exert control (again) directly.\footnote{52} At the same time new startups are however reaching pools of capital that neither an old fashioned family business nor a listed company would have got their hands on. One example is 'sustainable venture capitalists' who balance financial against social and environmental returns when investing in sustainable startups, seeking to prove new investment formats and demonstrate that sustainable business is good business.\footnote{53} What is important, they are contract-based instead of regulation-based as the traditional business models, based on transparency and agency, building their finance to direct contracting on the rights and responsibilities of the firm members without intermediaries.

Secondly, the role of public market actions in financing is taking new forms.\footnote{54} New types of governmental venture capital funds\footnote{55} as upside down public wealth funds, investment management entities consisting of private equity funds the management entity is a general partner, are emerging, calling for private investors as limited partners, are penetrating the private equity and venture capital markets, instead of traditional sovereign wealth funds.

\footnote{48} ‘Reinventing the company’.
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investing public funds on private listed equity and real estate, without socializing the risk.\textsuperscript{56}

Venture capital funds can however open the path even for them to private equity.\textsuperscript{57}

With contractual-based corporate arrangements, a new experience of ‘ownership’ is (re)provided in firms that sidesteps the ‘agency’ concerns of listed companies, simultaneously by avoiding the contentious regulations and politics that surround listed business.\textsuperscript{58} Being private, the new business models are free of the chains of complex financial reporting standards as the United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles or the International Financial Reporting Standards, enabling instead of their standards own tailored performance-based indicators.\textsuperscript{59}

3.2 Entering sustainability

All new startup business models are not necessarily sustainable, of course. What is crucial is sustainable entrepreneurship, a business model pursuing simultaneously economic, social and ecological goals. According to Belz and Binder, a sustainable entrepreneurship includes six phases: (1) recognizing a social or ecological problem; (2) recognising a social or ecological opportunity; (3) developing a double bottom line solution; (4) developing a triple bottom line solution; (5) funding and forming of a sustainable enterprise; and (6) creating or entering a sustainable market.\textsuperscript{60} Lack of funding has been recognized as a central obstacle hindering sustainable development and entrepreneurship. There is a fundamental difference between conventional investors and environmental entrepreneurs. As pointed by Hörisch, many sustainable entrepreneurs lack business education and experience, focusing to the environmental impact of their business without sufficiently considering its financial aspects or lacking competence to successfully communicate with financiers.\textsuperscript{61}

On the other hand, as far as funding a sustainable enterprise is concerned, there is no one standard financing model. Sustainable ‘seed capital’ can still be personal assets from the founders and their families and friends, but also aid from a public or hybrid entity as the new sovereign venture capital funds, a debt from a more traditional sovereign development bank or fund or rounds of crowdfunding.\textsuperscript{62} The social and environmental good of sustainable enterprises opens up the door to public funding and new unconventional forms of funding, such as crowdfunding.\textsuperscript{63} Especially crowdfunding has been seen as a promising alternative means to finance sustainability oriented ventures and especially clean production technologies.\textsuperscript{64} Another even more specific alternative is using a crowdfunded cooperative to develop an open, transparent and interactive business model, to engage a high number of user participation and
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limit the access of major investors. A cooperative is a business model hard to disrupt by takeovers. Cooperative gives also the users a unique possibility to own market places themselves. In the following, special interest is given to this kind of sustainable crowdfunded and cooperativist business models in a circular economy environment.

4 Crowdfunding

The problem of traditional start up model is in its short-termism: private equity providers wait for their opportunity to cash out their investment through an initial public offering. Public markets are seen not any more as a place to raise money and create long-term enterprises than as a mechanism to cash out if and when the time is right. One way how to try tackle this problem is crowdfunding. Startups have been a long time able to get initial equity capital at effectively no cost from crowdfunding online platform sites like Kickstarter and Indiegogo. An enthusiastic reception can attract bigger investors in a conventional way. This was the route taken by Oculus VR, a virtual reality startup acquired in 2014 by Facebook for USD 2 billion. In circular business models, Fairphone, the social enterprise that produce smartphones maximising the social impact in all stages of the value chain from sourcing and production to design and recycling, used crowdfunding to raise awareness about its product and to inform consumers about its process of producing consumer electronics, managed to receive 10,000 pre orders for its first smartphone during a one month crowdfunding campaign, which enabled the company to then produce the phone on a larger scale and eventually sell around 60,000 devices.

Crowdfunding can be also publicly supported. For instance the United Kingdom government has facilitated crowdfunding through regulatory and tax support, enabling establishment of the pioneering Crowdcube and Seedrs early stage equity platforms. It has also provided guarantees to support peer to peer lending through the Zopa and Funding Circle platforms. One example of crowdfunding is as in Germany to support early stage renewable and sustainable energy projects requiring finance incentive advanced technology. There has also been a growing interest in community shares for community owned renewable energy projects, with innovative organisational models but using previously developed technology. Crowdfunding effectively compresses the startup process, enabling the starting entrepreneur to jump directly to contacting the potential customers and determining if they would be interested in the concept. As more and more businesses are now conducted online, it can be expected that there will be even more dramatic and speedier changes in business models and value chains in the years to come.
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More demanding than short-term initial funding is long-term crowdfunding equity financing. Crowdfunding includes an inherent agency problem if the organisation’s ‘agents’ (board and managers) do not have the ability to identify the agency problem between themselves and the numerous capital providers, remaining vulnerable to the risk of mismanagement from these faceless principals. To tackle agency problem as this, the standard solution is to use intermediaries. In crowdfunding, the platforms act as intermediaries: ordinary people can invest in startups on long-term basis directly through platforms such as SeedInvest or indirectly through mainstream mutual funds such as T. Rowe Price, which buys into them during their infancy.

Let's take as an example sustainable agrifood. ‘Alternative’ food movements have challenged the conventional capitalist food system, regarded as environmentally unsustainable, socially unjust and economically over centralized. From the 1990s an alternative system of food provision, labelled as Alternative Food Networks has been prefigured in initiatives that aim to reconcile production with nature and reconnect producers to consumers. During the last years, even growing number of farmers has turned to support sustainable agriculture projects.

Crowdfunding gives people the opportunity to support small, local, family farms in a tangible way and so to a possibility for a producer-nonproducer multi-stakeholder collaboration, unknown before to for instance cooperatives strictly divided between even hostile producer cooperatives and consumer cooperatives. Traditional corporate finance forms are challenging to agrifood startups. On the other hand, neither conventional venture capital and private equity nor debt financing guarantees customer support. Sustainable agrifood has the potential to completely reshape global agriculture, dramatically increasing the productivity of the agriculture system while reducing the environmental and social costs of current production practices. There has been however relatively little investment in sustainable agrifood compared to other lifecycle-based industries. Crowdfunding platforms such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, Barnraiser and GoFundMe allow creators to post profiles of their projects online and seek funding from backers to bring the projects to life. More than USD 34 billion in financing was raised through crowdfunding in 2015 via 1,250 active crowdfunding platforms worldwide.

The basic idea of crowdfunding is to bring direct customer support into the business model. There are, however, obstacles that prevent efficient crowdfunding-based corporate finance. A main problem is the role of platforms as intermediaries. In spite of their more decentralised flavour in comparison to more traditional funding models, most crowdfunding endeavours are coordinated and regulated by large platform intermediaries as trusted third party responsible for collecting and redistributing the funds. The rules, technical features, and cultural norms
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established by individual platforms shape the behaviour of creators and funders and ultimately determine the extent to which the market for crowdfunding operates efficiently. The majority of these crowdfunding platforms only operates on top of the traditional financing mechanisms. Intermediaries such as banks and payment service providers represent an integral part of the crowdfunding ecosystem and are responsible for the processing of financial transactions. Thus, the current ecosystem heavily relies on trusted third parties with a platform failure risk.

Due to lack of investor and consumer protection, a new information asymmetry is created unknown to consumers accustomed to traditional consumer protection and product liability regulation, while the platforms are only intermediaries without a responsibility towards either innovators or investors. The answer might be in crowdfunder-entrepreneur-owned platforms themselves, organized as *multi-stakeholder cooperatives* themselves.

5 New cooperatives

It is clear that the roots of crowdfunding itself are in cooperatives; both are collective efforts by people networking and pooling their money together for a common goal, as Internet and especially social media has given boost to crowdfunding, it also enables new forms of *cooperativism*. When comparing pre ordering scheme and profit sharing crowdfunding schemes, the investors in the latter may or may not decide to become customers at a later stage. If they commit to being customers, we are in the matter of fact back again in a cooperative style crowdfunding. Crowdfunding is cooperativism as crowdfunding as such requires close cooperation between the participating entrepreneurs, crowdfunders) and possible intermediaries (crowdfunding platforms). Each party has a ‘mission’ that brings them together to achieve a commonly desired goal.

Regulation might strengthen cooperativism in crowdfunding. Due securities markets regulation profit sharing crowdfunding can be problematic if it involves public offering of equity to the crowd. For instance in the United States general solicitation for equity offering was limited to publicly listed equity until the 2012 Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) legalising equity-based crowdfunding. Jurisdictions may also limit how many private investors an enterprise can have. Therefore, most profit sharing initiatives do not offer shares in limited liability companies but provide other types of rewards, such as a product or membership with voting rights, benefits typical for a cooperative. Cooperative is an open, transparent and interactive business model, and as such suitable for a sustainable enterprise, engaging a high number of users and limit the access of major investors.
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As an example of circular economy crowdfunding like cooperatives can be mentioned renewable energy production in ‘community energy’ in which individuals jointly invest in and operate renewable energy installations. Cooperative form allows an investment that is tolerable for private individuals. At the same time the legal status of a cooperative reflects a ‘democratic’ approach: every member has a vote irrespective of her investment sum.\[86]\ In community energy cooperatives, energy security can be maintained by giving communities control of the energy they use. Cooperative members can share the dividends from energy sell profits in proportion to their investments and democratic management can be exercised with each member having one vote.\[87]

The challenge of traditional cooperatives has been however the lack of shared fundamental values between different groups of producer members, as well as between producers and nonproducers, producer cooperatives and consumer cooperatives, as for example agricultural cooperative organizations seem to be driven by economic strategies of consolidation and competition in the national and global markets, ‘clinging … to an economic paradigm functional to the neoliberal ideology of globalization, instead social and environmental sustainability’.\[88]\ The situation has been worsening all the time as the farmers get an increasingly small piece of the pie of food profits.\[89]\ However, there are promising new cooperatives for instance in the Netherlands in which farmers and nonfarmers work in close collaboration to integrate nature management into farming practices in joint environmental projects. Generally, new ‘food movements’ tend to renew the cooperative movement and strengthen its ideological basis and social motivations, connecting it to critical consumption, sharing economy, peer to peer production, transition towns and in general ‘new movements reclaiming a sustainable economy-based on three pillars of sustainability’.\[90]\ In new multi-stakeholder cooperatives\[91]\ producers, workers, consumers and restaurateurs cooperate in one single enterprise to create a sustainable value chain between rural and urban areas and to overcome the limitations of conventional supply chain-centred farmer cooperatives focused more on economic than social and environmental benefits.\[92]\ The Quebec law recognises solidarity cooperatives, a hybrid form of cooperative enterprise that allows for up to three types of membership; user members, worker members, and supporting members who has an economic, social or cultural interest in the pursuit of the objects of the cooperative. Supporting membership provides the cooperative added versatility

\[87]\ Law and Law, ‘Crowdfunding’ 18.
\[88]\ Fonte and Cucco, ‘Cooperatives’ 292, 293.
\[89]\ Ajates Gonzalez, ‘Going back’ 283.
\[90]\ Fonte and Cucco, ‘Cooperatives’ 292, 293.
\[92]\ Ajates Gonzalez, ‘Going back’ 278.
in raising capital and acquiring expertise from the greater community and going beyond mutuality between supply and demand side members.93

As such multi-stakeholderism is not anything new: members of cooperative banks consist both savers and borrowers albeit changing these roles in the course of time. The change in roles is not so rare either in agrifood, as farmers are also consumers and consumers are also workers.94 The main issue is in a value chain thinking: as opposed to a narrow supply chain or demand chain thinking, comprehensive value chain thinking enables connecting the many cultural and societal aspects of both production and consumption as taste, identity, commitment, support, connection with nature, and community, that are ignored in financial exchanges. By fostering long-term relationships rather than punctual commercial transactions, multi-stakeholder cooperatives can be transformational and overcome the higher transactional costs that traditional economic theory would expect from the involvement of several parties.95 The multi-stakeholderism can be taken into consideration with voting rights, for instance in Manchester Veg People local food cooperative, the voting is weighted as follows: 45 per cent growers, 30 per cent buyers (including restaurants, caterers and public sector organisations as the University of Manchester and Manchester City Council), and 25 per cent workers, to prevent the replication of power imbalances found in the conventional food systems.96

What makes the difference between a traditional crowdfunding and cooperative crowdfunding is however platform ownership: is the crowdfunding part of centralized platform capitalism organized by commercial platform providers or control the members themselves the platform through a cooperative. A platform cooperative is an alternative form of platform ownership and governance through equity crowdfunding and equity shares for users in the value chain, supporters, municipalities, consumer organizations and voluntary organizations, creating a genuine multi-stakeholder cooperative.97 Among the new cooperative movement seems these user owned and governed platform cooperatives to be among the most active.98 Examples of platform cooperatives are in second hand market, home sharing and car sharing.99 Key advantages of cooperatives are in cost effectiveness (in principle, no fees to be distributed to commercial platforms), data protection (privacy can be ensured vis-à-vis both corporations and governments) and value sharing between members.100

94 Ajates Gonzalez, ‘Going back’ 280.
95 Ajates Gonzalez, ‘Going back’ 280.
99 A cooperative is seen as a solution to labour exploitation in the on-demand economy, where commercial platforms exercise control over workers as platforms can decide on participation-based on reviews, with some like Uber also setting prices. By having the workers owning and controlling the platform instead, exploitative practices can be avoided by agreeing on minimum wage, work times and insurances. See Frenken, ‘Political economies’ 11.
100 Frenken, ‘Political economies’ 11.
6 Conclusions

Startups typically begin with savings, or money from family and friends, but then tap outside private, public and hybrid investors for seed funding through a variety of channels, including lawyers, accelerators (in essence, schools for startups) and other ‘angel’ investors with cash to back founders with ideas. These increasingly include entrepreneurs who made money from their own startups and now invest in others.\textsuperscript{101} The startup scene is however also dominated by this clique of private equity providers and venture capitalists with privileged access to equity.\textsuperscript{102} Listed public companies are investments vehicles for the masses, they give ordinary people an imaginary stake in capitalism albeit indirectly through intermediaries.

There is however a change going on. The new corporate culture discussed in this Chapter is an attempt to answer to the problems of traditional companies, either closed or listed ones. The new startups are able to reach pools of capital that neither an old-fashioned family business nor a listed company would have got their hands on. The main advantage of the new business models presented in this Chapter is that they are literally private, as ownership in these new enterprises is cut off from the rest of the economy but at the same time their activities are more connected to participation and the society.

At the same time, the unsustainability of both public listed and private equity financing forms creates pressure more societal financing that takes sustainable business models and circular economy seriously. In this Chapter a focus has been in cooperativism through crowdfunding and new cooperatives that can give ordinary people a possibility to both invest in and participate sustainable startups directly. In this Chapter the possibilities of crowdfunding and cooperatives have been scrutinized from sustainability and circularity point of views. As a result a picture of a community-based multi-stakeholder cooperative ownership is painted, reaching also to the platforms the cooperatives operate.

This picture painted is not to say that listed productive companies and other public investment forms do not have future. They have their place, especially for capital intensive industries like as such doomed oil and gas, usually however controlled for at least relatively sustainable by public entities as state owned enterprises, national holding companies and wealth funds. These companies are like limited partnerships, the public entity as a general partner and the other institutional investors as limited partners.

Secondly this is not to say that public market actors as state financing vehicles have a role only in listed companies. Public market actors take many forms for various purposes, from fully stated owned enterprises, sovereign wealth funds, public pension funds, traditional public development banks and funds to new public and hybrid venture capital investing funds, just to name few examples. In the public sector there is more and more pressure to invest to private targets instead of public listed companies that has been the traditional \textit{modus operandi} of states, sovereign wealth funds and public pension funds. Public entities work however more often not lonely but in cooperation with private partners, having in the future even bigger role in capital

\textsuperscript{101} ‘Reinventing the deal’.
\textsuperscript{102} ‘Reinventing the company’.
incentive startups, for instance in infrastructure and renewables, albeit being yet something new and challenging for the states due to cautiousness of their governments.\textsuperscript{103}

Thirdly, and finally, the picture painted challenges the claim that cooperatives are as such fundamentally different from companies, and so as business models, antagonistic. As we have seen, such a dichotomy does not allow us to fully grasp the complexity of the relation between the cooperativism and corporate businesses, particularly taking into consideration cooperative business models’ recent transformations.\textsuperscript{104}
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